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ABSTRACT

Structures related to ductile siMple shear parallel to

the Bankf ield-Tonbill Fault, define a 5km wide zone, the

Barton Bay Deformation Zone. Structures present within this

zone Include; simple shear fabrics S, C and C , asymmetric Z

shaped folds with rotated axes, boudinage and pinch and swell

structures and a subhorlzontal extension llneation.

The most highly deformed rock is a gabbro mylonite which

occurs in the fault zone. The deformation of this gabbro has

been traced in stages from a protomylonite to an ultramylonite

In which feldspar and chlorite grainslze has been reduced from

over 100 microns to as little as 5 microns.

Evidence from the mylonite and the surrounding structure

indicates that deformation within the Barton Bay Deformation

Zone is related to a regional simple shear zone, the

Bankf ield-Tombill Fault. Movement along this shear zone was

in a south over north oblique strike slip fashion with a

dextral sense of displacement.
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INTRODUCTION

The area described by this study lies within the

Beardmore-Geraldton metasedlmentary-metavolcanic belt of

Northwestern Ontario (Fig. 1). Specifically the area studied

in detail, is near the town of Geraldton and within the

townships of Ashmore and Errlngton. This region has a history

of gold production since 1934 and was geologically mapped by

Horwood and Pye in 1951 (Map 1 in pocket). During this

Mapping, these authors described rocks within the

Bankf leld-Tombi 1 1 Fault which had undergone deformation

through shearing, producing what they called a volcanic

breccia. Outcrops of this breccia were studied by Lavlgne

(1983) who re-Interpreted the rock as a gabbro Intrusive

deformed by ductile shear. Together, Lavlgne (1983) and

Macdonald (1983) observed In the Geraldton area, an

association of diverse rock types and deformation. Described

as a "1 Ithotectonlc" package, this area has been Informally

termed the "Barton Bay Deformation Zone".

The purpose of the present study has been to study. In

detail the deformed gabbro, and also to describe In detail,

structural styles found within the Barton Bay Deformation

Zone

.
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Fig. 1. Location of the study area.
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REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The regional geology of the study area was mapped by Pye

(1952) and Horwood and Pye (1955), who produced excellent «aps

(Map 1), which were used extensively during the present study.

These two authors worked together on these reports and will

be referred to as Horwood and Pye from this point. With the

exception of late diabase dykes, all of the rocks In the area

have been metamorphosed to the lower greenschlst facies. For

this reason the prefix "meta" has not been used when referring

to Individual llthologles. Llthologles outlined by Horwood

and Pye include volcanic flows and tuffs, sedimentary rocks

Including greywacke, conglomerate and iron formation and also

several different types of Intrusive rocks. As detailed

descriptions of each rock type are provided In the reports of

Pye (1952) and Horwood and Pye (1955), only brief descriptions

have been Included In this study. Outcrops exposed since the

original mapping and detailed structural study of the original

outcrop has led to re- Interpretat Ion of the original

progenitors of some of the llthologles.

VOLCANICS

Volcanic rocks represented In the study area include

mafic to Intermediate lavas, tuffs, agglomerates and volcanic

breccias. Horwood and Pye mapped these lavas as packages of

basalts with subordinate andesites and rare flows of dacltlc

composition. The flow rocks are restricted to the northern

part of the Geraldton area and have not been studied in detail
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during the present study.

Outcrops of tuff, agglomerate and breccia are shown on

Map I , as a narrow east-west trending zone in the central part

of the study area. The least deformed examples of these rock

types were observed on the peninsula at the eastern end of

Lake Kenogamisis. Exposures of agglomerate consist of large

<5-15cm), pale green clasts in a matrix of dark green fine

grained tuff (Fig. 2). These rock types are commonly well

foliated and often folded. More Intensely deformed examples

are increasingly schistose with elongated and folded clasts

(Fig. 38). At most locations an irregular, discontinuous

layering was observed and appeared to be related to

deformation.

In thin section the tuff is seen to consist of a matrix

of extremely fine grained (5-15 micron) quartz, plagloclase

and chlorite surrounding larger (50-100 micron) fragments of

sericltlzed feldspar (Fig. 3). The layered appearance is due

to alternating chlorite r Ich-chlor Ite poor zones. Opaque

minerals, especially sulphides, are common at all grain sizes.

Typical pyroclastlc textures were not observed, suggesting

that the fine grained masses of quartz and plagloclase may

represent recrystall izat ion of an original ash-bomb tuff.

At several locations the tuff has a rough Irregular

pitted surface (Fig. 4) which led Horwood and Pye to an

interpretation of the material as a volcanic breccia. However

close examination during the present study revealed that the

pitted appearance is caused by erosion of carbonate which has
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Fig. 2. Aggloaerate - tuff outcrop.

SOAiM
I— 1

Pig. 3. Thin seotlon of tuff.





Pig. 4. Closely spaced C In tuff.

fig. 5. Z folds In graded greywaoke
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infilled a closely spaced shear fabric oblique to the

foliation in the tuff. The presence of this fabric is related

to deformation by simple shearing and will be discussed in a

later section.

Outcrops with this pitted appearance along with an

irregular layering were observed at several locations west of

the eastern peninsula. These were interpreted as tuff and

breccia units by Horwood and Pye and mapped as the narrow zone

shown on Map 1. Outcrops exposed since the original mapping,

provide evidence that in many cases this unit may in fact be a

sheared gabbro Instead of a tuff.

SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

The sedimentary rocks of the study area were divided by

Horwood and Pye into two groups based on llthological and

structural differences. Those sediments in the north, group

A, include units of greywacke, conglomerate, arkose and iron

formation. Structurally this group has been extensively

deformed by folding and shearing. The southern most unit of

conglomerate marks the boundary between groups A and B. The

southern, group B sediments are domlnantly greywacke and show

less evidence of deformation.

Group B

The sediments of this group occur mainly as massive

layers of buff coloured, coarse clastic sediments alternating

with thin layers of dark green to black fine grained
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sediments. The strike of these Is east-west with dips of

vertical to steep south. At several locations well developed

graded bedding (Fig. 5), was observed which usually Indicated

younglng to the north. The slate layers vary In thickness

from a few centimeters up to 1 meter. In the exposures

studied during the present study It appeared that the slate

layers became less numerous and the psammltlc layers more

massive towards the south. Dewaterlng structures and layers

of post sedimentary hydrofractur Ing breccia (Williams pers.

comm.) were observed In the southern part of group B. These

breccia layers consisted of angular fragments of graded

greywacke In a dark fine grained matrix. This rock type was

confined to a single layer and were observed at only two

locations In the study area.

Evidence of deformation within the group B sediments

Includes folding (Fig. 5) In the northern part of the group,

close to the Bankf leld-Tombl 1 1 fault and also a well developed

fabric subparallel to the layering. This fabric Is best

developed In the pelltlc layers where It often causes

displacement of veins (Fig. 6). At several locations layering

becomes lensold, pinching out along strike. Indicating local

extension parallel to the layering.

In thin section (Fig. 7), the psammltlc layers are seen

to consist of coarse, angular to subangular fragments of

alblte and quartz with lesser amounts of fine grained white

nlca, chlorite and opaques. The pelltlc layers have a similar

mineralogy but display a finer grain size and Increased
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Fig. 6. Intense deformation In politic layers creates
boudlnage and pinch and swell structures.

lOOUM

Fig. 7. Thin section of psaanltlc layer,
defined by parallel chlorite and white nlca.

The fabric Is
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amounts of chlorite and white mica. The well developed fabric

seen In outcrop is due to parallel aggregates of chlorite and

white mica (Fig. 7).

Group A

The greywackes of the northern group A sediments are

essentially the same as those to the south. However the group

A sediments have been more extensively folded and often have a

well developed spaced and/or pressure solution cleavage (Fig.

8). Thin sections of strongly deformed psammitic rocks show

that minor recrystall izat Ion of the quartz and feldspar has

taken place and also that chlorite is more common than in

undeformed examples (Fig. 9).

Conglomerate

Thin discontinuous units of conglomerate are present both

in the northern and southern parts of the group A sediments

(Map 1). The only undeformed outcrop of these conglomerates

was observed north of Magnet Lake (Fig. 10). The best

exposures of the conglomerate were observed In the central

part of the study area, adjacent to the Bankf leld-Tombill

fault. At these locations the conglomerate is extremely

deformed with elongated and even folded pebbles (Fig. 11).

Pebble lithologies Include; mafic and felslc volcanlcs,

granites, quartz and feldspar porphyries, red chert and

quartz. The volcanic pebbles are often so elongated as to

become barely distinguishable from the fine grained wacke
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lOOUM

FI9. 9. Thin section of doforaod ps«««ltlc rook showing
Increased chlorite and rotated olasts.
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Pig. 10. Uade formed conglomerate. Note the easily
recognized aafic pebbles.

Fig. 11. Deformed conglomerate.
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atrix. Granitic and porphyry pebbles are more commonly

rounded with diameters up to 15cm. Often these rounded

pebbles appear to have rolled within the fine grained matrix

producing asymmetric "tails" (Fig. 12). In several cases

pebbles have fractured and pieces have become separated from

one another (Fig. 11). The Z shape of the folded pebbles,

asymmetric tails and displaced sections of pebbles all

indicate a dextral sense of simple shear deformation.

Arkose

This unit shown on Map 1, south of the northern contact

between sediments and volcanics, was first defined by Bruce in

1935. As pointed out by Horwood and Pye, this term is not

used in its normal sense, but has been retained on the nap due

to its common use by local mine geologists and earlier

mappers. The rocl< could more aptly be called a quartz rich

greywacke, as a larger percentage of quartz is the main

difference between the arkose and the typical greywackes. In

the few outcrops observed during the present study the arkose

appeared as a pale buff coloured, medium to coarse grained

clastic sediment. The arkose was distinguishable from the

greywacke only by its lighter colour and the absence of slate

layers.

Iron Formation

The units of iron formation in the area have been studied

by several workers (Macdonald 1982, Fralick and Barrett 1983).
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Fig. 12. Asymmetric tails arouad pebbles in deformed
conglomerate.
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During detailed mapping of the Hardrock mine's "gloryhole",

Macdonald (1982) divided the iron formation into three

subunits; 1. lean iron formation: discrete beds of magnetite

(typically up to 1cm thick) in wacke and siltstone, 2.

magnetite iron formation: alternating beds (typically 1cm) of

magnetite (with minor hematite) and silicified mudstone or

dark chert, 3. magnet ite/ jasper iron formation: alternating

Icm beds of magnetite and jasperitic quartz or red chert.

Examples of each of these subunits were observed at several

locations during the present study. Regionally the jasper

iron formation is relatively uncommon whereas the magnetite

iron formation was often seen as beds up to 1 meter in

thickness.

The iron formation is commonly deformed by both large

(Fig. 13) and small scale folds and usually have a well

developed fabric subparallel to the layering, similar to that

seen in the greywackes. In thin section the iron formation Is

seen to consist of thinly laminated magnetite and greywacke

with local concentrations of chlorite (Fig. 14).

Preliminary studies by Frallck and Barrett (1983) have

suggested that while the Iron formation of the area seems to

be Interbedded with the turbldltic sediments, evidence for

both deep and shallow water origins have been observed. These

writers also point out that the fine grained Iron formation

should deform In a more ductile fashion than the surrounding

greywackes.
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Fig. 13. Macroscopic fold in iroa format ion.

Fig. 14. Thin s«otlon of fold«d iron fornatloa with local
chlorlto.
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GABBRO-DIORITE

Mafic intrusions into the sediments are common throughout

the study area north of the Bankf ield-Tombil 1 fault. Similar

Intrusives were not seen south of the fault in the study area

but were observed to the south in areas to the east and west

of the study area. Although the composition of these

intrusives is heterogeneous regionally and even at a single

outcrop, they can be generally subdivided into darker mafic

gabbros and lighter more felslc, diorites. These intrusives

can be further subdivided into, those within or closely

adjacent to the Bankf ield-Tombi 1 1 Fault, which are strongly

deformed and those away from the fault which are generally

undeformed. The major focus of the present study has been on

those intrusives associated with the fault. Those observed

away from the fault have essentially the same mineralogy but

have not been affected to the same degree by deformation and

associated alteration.

Within the Bankf ield-Tombill Fault zone, the most common

mafic intrusive has a gabbroic composition of; altered

pyroxene, actinolite, chlorite, plagioclase (albite), epidote,

leucoxene and +/- quartz and opaques. The Intrusive nature of

the gabbro is often difficult to discern as the contact with

sediments is usually conformable with the local and regional

strike. In many cases the gabbro has been deformed to a fine

grained, layered mylonite. This layering is parallel with the

sedimentary layering, sometimes making it difficult to

distinguish contacts. However the cross cutting relationship
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of the gabbro to the sediments has been observed in many

underground workings bye Horwood and Pye and also on the

surface (Fig. 15) at the Bankfield Mine site (Lavigne 1983).

At many locations the deformed gabbro has been disrupted

by an oblique shear fabric C (Berthe et al., 1979b) (Fig.

16). At most locations this fabric has been infilled by

carbonate which has weathered out leaving a very rough, pitted

surface. This appearance led to the interpretation of these

rocks by Horwood and Pye as volcanic breccia and tuff.

Thin section analysis of the gabbro reveals Its

compositional heterogeneity. For instance at a single outcrop

three separate phases of the gabbro were observed. The most

common phase (at this outcrop) was a relatively undeformed,

coarse grained (3-5mm) rock with a composition common to most

of the gabbros in the study area; pyroxene replaced by

actinolite, chlorite, alblte, epldote, leucoxene +/- quartz

and opaques (Fig. 17). A second phase consisted of pale

green, fine grained patches or vugs within the coarse gabbro.

This situation was observed at only a few locations and is

believed to represent two separate phases of the same magma.

The pale green patches consist of long (2-3mm) prisms of

actlnollte and rare hornblende in a fine matrx of plagloclase,

quartz and epidote. The presence of primary hornblende In

this rock may be related to a higher activity of volatlles

<H20) in the crystallizing melt. Hornblende was not observed

In any other samples looked at during the present study.

The third sample from this same outcrop appeared similar
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Pig. 15. Gabbro intruding sediaents. Dark gre*n rock at
bottoa is gabbro.

fig. 16. C fabric in gabbro.
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Pig. 17. Thin section of undeforaed gabbro.
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to the first gabbro but had a weak schistosity. In thin

section It was seen to consist almost entirely of chlorite,

carbonate and small amounts of plagloclase and epldote. The

carbonate Is a secondary mineral and appears to be Introduced

through alteration by C02 bearing fluids which combined with

the calcium from altered pyroxenes and original plagloclase.

This same situation was observed at many locations where the

gabbro has been deformed.

PORPHYRY

Felslc intrusions In the form of porphyries are also

common throughout the study area. These Intrusions were

subdivided by Horwood and Pye Into two units; a less common

plagloclase dlorlte porphyry and the more common alblte or

quartz-alblte porphyry. For the purpose of the present study

these were combined and referred to as a felslc porphyry.

Like the gabbro, porphyries are common near the Bankfleld-

Tomblll fault and often deformed.

In general the porphyry Is a grey to green rock which

weathers to a pale grey or brown In which large (>5mm>

phenocrysts of plagloclase are visible. As with the gabbro,

the Intrusive nature of the porphyry Is difficult to determine

at surface exposures due to concordance with the regional

strike of the sediments. The problem becomes more difficult

when the porphyry Is deformed to a chlorltlc schist similar In

appearance to both the deformed gabbro and sediments. The

cross cutting relationship of the porphyry has been observed
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in underground workings <Pye 1952) and also at the surface

near the Bankfield mine site by Lavigne (1983), where it cuts

layered sediments (Fig. 18). At this same location xenoliths

of the deformed gabbro were observed (Lavigne 1983) within the

porphyry, suggesting that felsic Intrusions occurred after the

intrusion and deformation of the gabbro. The porphyry too, is

often deformed and so it seems that deformation continued or

was reactivated during or after intrusion of the porphyry.

In thin section the porphyry is seen to consist of large

(2-3 mm) grains of albite +/- quartz in a finer matrix of

albite, quartz, chlorite and white mica. Many of the albite

phenocrysts are altered to white mica (Fig. 19).

DIABASE DYKES

Two sets of diabase dykes are shown on Map 1. A

north-south set has been displaced dextrally by the

Bankf ield-Tombill fault, while an east-west set has intruded

parallel to that fault and another east-west break to the

south. Outcrops of the north-south set, observed during the

present study showed a typical diabasic texture and appeared

to be undeformed. The displacement of these dykes, appears to

have occurred during a late brittle stage of deformation along

the Bankf ield-Tombill fault.

Pye (1952) found that the east-west set of dykes were

essentially of the same composition as the north-south set.

They consist mainly of labradorite and cl inopyroxene with

smaller amounts of quartz, hornblende, biotlte and chlorite
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Fig. 18. Intrusive contact of porphyry and layered
sedlaents.
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Fig. 19. Thin section of porphyry ehowlng large phenoorysti
of feldspar and quarts.
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with +/- uralltlc amphlbole, serlcite, magnetite and apatite.

METAMORPHISM

The equilibrium mineral assemblages recorded in the

metamorphosed gabbro and pelitic llthologies of the study area

are; act inol ite-chlorite-albite-epidote +/- quartz and

albite-quartz-chlorlte-white mica respectively. The observed

assemblages suggest that lithologies of the area have been

regionally metamorphosed to greenschist facies, in agreement

with previous studies in the Beardmore-Geraldton belt

(Mackasey 1976). The peak of metamorphlsm appears to pre-date

deformation as highly deformed lithologies are characterized

by late stage retrograde metamorphlsm, indicated by the

presence of white mica in pelites and replacement of

actinolite by chlorite in gabbros. The sheared rocks have

also been subjected to a late carbonate alteration producing

in most cases a chlor i te-carbonate rich rock.

Biotite was not observed in rocks of suitable bulk

composition, confining the area to the chlorite zone of the

greenschist facies (Turner 1968). The observed assemblages

within the chlorite zone suggest pressures between 2-lOkb and

temperatures between 250-450 degrees C (Turner 1968).
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Evidence of simple shear deformation within the

Bankf ield-Tombill Fault zone Is provided by the presence of

the gabbro mylonlte. Structures outlined In the following

section were mapped In detail In an attempt to determine the

extent of deformation In rocks outside the shear zone.

Outcrops in the study area were almost always exposed

only as a horizontal surface. Rare vertical exposure is

usually parallel with both bedding or foliation. Where

measurable, the dip of bedding and foliation was most often

vertical or steep to the south. For these reasons, foliation

measurements without dips were assumed to be vertical. For

the same reasons, plunges of fold axes were usually difficult

to determine and therefore at many locations axial traces

only, could be measured. Statistically the orientation of

folds with a measured plunge and those where the axial trace

was measured Is almost Identical. For Instance, the stereo

plot maximum for "Z" fold axes Is 257/24 (Fig. 41). The mean

orientation of "Z" folds where only the axial trace was

measured Is 078, equivalent to 258 degrees.

THE BANKFIELD-TOMBILL FAULT

The most Intensely deformed rocks of the study area,

ylonltes, are found within the Bankf leld-Tomblll Fault (Map

1). The trace of this fault was mapped on surface and In

drill core by the presence of a "tuff breccia' unit (Norwood

and Pye), which has been reinterpreted by Lavigne (1983), as a
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gabbro mylonite. According to Horwood and Pye the fault

trends east-west, dipping steeply southwards-100-1 10/65-70/s.

However in outcrop, the well developed foliation defining the

fault undulates through various orientations. Dips of

vertical to steep south were most co»»on but northerly dips

were also measured suggesting that the foliation-fault system

may also be undulating in a vertical plane.

Horwood and Pye noted that the fault zone was 40 to 200

feet in width. During the present study exposures of the

fault 40 to 60 meters In width were mapped (Fig. 56).

However, as observed on a small scale (Fig. 58), shear zones

often form in an anastomosing pattern around large lithons of

less deformed rock. A larger scale reflection of this pattern

can be seen south of Mosher lake (Map 1), where a tuff-breccia

unit, re- Interpreted as gabbro mylonite, surrounds elongate

lithons of less deformed gabbro. A more reasonable estimate

of the width of the fault-shear zone is the 400-500 meter

width of tuff-breccia shown on Map 1. Although displacement

of north-south trending diabase dykes suggests a brittle

component of deformation, the presence of mylonltes and

regional shear fabrics indicates that the dominant style of

deformation was ductile shearing. Therefore the

Bankf leld-Tomblll Fault can be Interpreted as a regional scale

ductile shear zone in which there has been a late period of

brittle behavior.
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FOLIATIONS

The development of planar fabrics related to ductile

shear has been well documented for both discrete centimeter

wide shear zones (Ramsay and Graham 1970) and also for

kilometer wide regional shear zone-ductile faults (Escher et

al., 1975, Berthe et al . , 1979a, Berthe et al . , 1979b, Ponce

de Leon and Choukroune 1980, Vernon et al.,1982, Simpson

1984). Three separate fabrics may form in a shear zone and

accompanying mylonites, and each has been observed in the

Geraldton area. These fabrics have been most clearly

described by Berthe et al.,<1979) and Simpson (1984), and it

is their descriptions that were used to recognize the shear

fabrics in the present study.

The S fabric is defined by a preferred mineral

orientation which often produces a distinct schlstosity

(Berthe et al . , 1979). When associated with small discrete

shear zones (Fig. 20A), S is considered to represent the XY

plane of the finite strain ellipsoid (Ramsay and Graham 1970).

In large regional shear zones the S fabric forms oblique to

the shear direction and is often displaced by a second fabric

defined by discrete millimeter-wide shear planes (Fig. 20B),

which are oriented parallel with the shear zone boundaries.

This second fabric has been defined by Berthe et al., as a C

(cisaillement, shear) fabric and represents zones of higher

strain concentration on which slip has taken place (Simpson

1984). Displacement along the C surfaces is in the same

direction as that in the shear zone overall. The S fabric
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acts as a passive marker and the angle between It and the C

fabric decreases with increased strain (Flg.20C). At the

highest strains they become parallel and are indistinguishable

(Fig. 20C), producing a very strong mylonitic foliation.

In many mylonites and sheared pelitic rocks (Piatt 1979,

Weijermars and Rondeel 1984), a third fabric forms oblique to

the shear zone boundary and often cuts and displaces the

mylonite foliation (Fig. 20D). This fabric has been termed a

C fabric (Berthe et al . , 1979), a "shear band" fabric (White

et al . , 1980), or an extensional "crenulation cleavage"

(Piatt, 1979), and is considered to develop during the same

deformation episode as that which produces the mylonitic C

fabric it deforms, but at a later stage. In some cases two

sets of the C fabric have been observed, both at low angles

to the mylonitic foliation, with one set usually dominating

(Piatt and Vissars 1980). When only one set is observed it

can be used to indicate the sense of displacement within the

shear zone (White et al . , 1980). In the present study only

one of these late stage fabrics was observed and is referred

to as the C fabric.

Within the study area, fabrics related to ductile

deformation are observed most clearly In rocks within or

closely adjacent to the Bankf leld-Tombl 11 fault. However

several well developed fabrics exist In rocks up to 2 km

outside the fault zone and appear to be related to the same

deformation mechanism.

The most obvious foliation In the study area Is seen as
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the well graded layering of the sediments. In several

locations, especially in the southern portion of the map area,

grading and dewatering structures were so well formed that the

layering is considered to represent unmodified original

bedding. However in most cases, evidence of deformation

within the layers, especially the pelitic layers suggests that

original bedding has been subjected to a great deal of

transposition. In some cases layering becomes discontinuous

and original bedding is destroyed. The average regional

strike of the layering is 096-099/V-65/S (Fig. 21). Where

well developed bedding is obvious, the strike is lOO/V-65/s

(Fig. 22). In both cases these strikes are very close to the

average orientation of the Bankf ield-Tombill Fault 100/65/s.

The trend of the layering varies both at outcrop scale and

also regionally (Fig. 23A), often producing an undulating

pattern.

The best evidence of deformation within the layered

sediments Is the presence of a strong, usually layer parallel

fabric. This fabric Is defined by elongated pebbles and

clasts In conglomerates and coarser psammltlc layers (Fig. il)

and a weak slaty cleavage to well developed spaced cleavage In

the pelltlc sediments (Fig. 35). Although this cleavage Is

usually subparallel with the layering, differences of up to 10

degrees were observed In the field. The orientation,

097-099/V-65/S (Fig. 24) of this fabric Is approximately

parallel with the Bankf leld-Tombl 1 1 Fault and the C fabric in

the gabbro mylonlte, and Is considered to represent a regional
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Fig. 24 "C" fabric plotted as pol*s to a plan*.
Maxi muin"«097-099/V-63/».

Fio. 25 V*in dimplac*d and folded by "C" fabric.
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reflection of a C fabric. Quartz veins oblique to this fabric

are commonly displaced dextrally or tightly folded with their

axial traces parallel with the cleavage (Fig. 25). Veins

parallel to the cleavage often exhibit boudinage and pinch and

swell structures (Fig. 6). At most locations the cleavage

along with the layering Is asymmetrically folded. In some

cases the folded layering and cleavage are disrupted by

discrete shear planes parallel with the axial trace of the

fold (Fig. 42). The similarities between the orientation of

the layering and this C fabric and their parallelism with the

Bankf leld-Tomblll fault Is shown In Figures 23A and 23B.

Within the, sediments deformation seems to be concentrated in

the pelitlc layers. The alternating psammltlc layers often

appear totally undeformed and exhibit well developed grading

which is considered a reliable Indicator of younglng direction

(Hobbs et al . , 1976). In most cases this method suggests a

northwards younglng direction and in some locations Indicates

slightly overturned bedding.

At several locations a secondary fabric Is observed in

the psammltlc layers. This fabric is usually weakly defined

by a preferred mineral and clast orientation. It Is

discordant to the C fabric by 15-25 degrees with an average

orientation of 084/V-80/S (Fig. 26). A similar fabric with

the same orientation Is often defined by elongated minerals in

some outcrops of gabbro and tuff. At other places In the

sediments this fabric is defined by irregular spaced cleavage

planes which at one location were seen to be displaced by a
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Fig. 26 "S" fabric plotted as pol«s to a plan*.
Max i inum"084/V-80/s

.

Fi0. 27 "8" fabric har* dafinad by
into tha "C" fabric.
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strong C fabric (Fig. 27). When plotted on a regional map

(Fig. 23C), this fabric appears to be displaced dextrally by

the Bankf ield-Tombill fault, producing a slgmoldal pattern.

This suggests that this fabric may represent a regional

reflection of an S fabric.

A third fabric with an orientation approximately

110-120/V, discordant to all other fabrics was also seen in a

few outcrops, mainly In the southwestern part of the map area.

The sediments In this area are for the most part relatively

undeformed. This discordant fabric Is usually defined by an

irregularly spaced cleavage which often exhibited refraction

from one layer to another. Displacement along this fabric was

not observed.

A well developed C* fabric was not clearly observed In

rocks other than the mylonltes within the fault zone. However

at some locations where pelitic sediments or tuff have been

strongly deformed, planes of displacement with a similar

orientation as the C In the mylonite were observed (Fig. 6).

The average regional attitude of the C fabric 130/V as shown

in Figure 28, Is derived almost entirely from measurements at

mylonite locations.

LINEATIONS

Within shear zones, stretching llneatlons are commonly

seen on C surfaces (Berthe' et al . , 1979), and regionally

usually plot closely parallel with the orientation of the

shear zone (Jegouzo 1980, Ponce de Leon and Choukroune 1980,
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Burg et al . , 1981). When observed in relationship to a shear

zone lineations of this t/pe are considered to reflect the

direction of naxlnun elongation, the X axis of the finite

strain ellipsoid (Ramsay 1980).

Within the study area a well developed stretching

lineation is defined by elongated pebbles in conglomerates and

coarse grained sediments* elongated clasts in tuff and

elongated minerals in both gabbro and tuff. A crinkle

lineation of the same orientation is often seen in the pelitic

sediments on C surfaces(Fig. 29). These stretching lineations

are subhorizontal (Fig. 30), and parallel with the shear zone

suggesting that the S fabric (X axis of the strain el ipse)

becomes parallel to C.

Other types of lineation seen in the study area include

8l ickensides and intersection lineations. Slickensides are

seen only rarely, at locations along the Bankf ield-Tombill

fault. The slickensides are seen on the vertical C surfaces

and are always subhorizontal, similar to the crinkle

lineation. Within the layered sediments, a well developed

lineation is often observed due to the intersection of folded

layers and shear planes parallel with the C foliation. This

lineation usually has a similar orientation and plunge

(280/15-40) as local and regional fold axes.

SHEAR FABRICS IN THE GABBRO MYLONITE

A gabbro mylonlte is exposed at several locations within

or closely adjacent to the Bankf ield-Tombill fault. At two of

these locations (Fig. 55), the mylonlte was mapped in detail
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Fig. 29. Crinkle lineation on C surface.
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Fig. 30. Stretching lineations. Maximum - 100/20.
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(Figs. 56 and 57), and studied in thin section. This mylonite

provides the clearest examples of ductile shear fabrics. An S

fabric is defined by elongated amphiboles and is observed to

bend into a series of thin <<5cm) discrete shear zones (Fig.

31), producing the classic pattern described by Ramsay and

Graham (1970). Displacement of the S fabric by a C fabric

(Berthe et al . , 1979, Simpson 1984) is not well defined at the

outcrop scale but was seen in thin section (Fig. 59).

The discrete shears into which the S fabric is displaced,

form an anastomosing pattern but in most cases are close to

parallel with a strong local C fabric. The C is defined by a

mineral elongation fabric (Fig. 60) and also a well developed

nylonitlc layering which at some locations Is folded (Fig.

65). In many parts of the mylonite outcrops, the C foliation

Is disrupted by discrete surfaces of dextral displacement

oblique to C by 10 to 45 degrees, a C fabric. The Intensity

of disruption by the C fabric varies over the mylonite

outcrop. When the C fabric Is defined by mineral elongation

or a weak layering the C* surfaces are often short across

strike and Irregularly spaced (Fig. 60). At other locations

within the same outcrop, well developed mylonltlc layering Is

completely disrupted In clearly defined zones up to 1.5m wide

(Fig. 64). The displacement of the C fabric by the C fabric

suggests that the C fabric forms at a later stage of the

deformation process. This Is further supported by the

presence of C surfaces cutting folded mylonltlc layers (Fig.

65). The average regional orientations of C and C fabrics
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Fig. 31. S fabric defined by elongated minerals bending
into anastoaoslng shears.
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are shown in Figures 24 and 28. However in single exposures

of the gabbro mylonite, the C foliation often undulates

through various orientations. The C fabric is also observed

to vary greatly in orientation, even over lO's of centimeters.

In studies of mylonltes by other workers, the average

angle between the C and C fabrics is usually observed to be

less than 45 degrees (Gapais and White 1982). Commonly the

average angle has been observed to be approximately 30 degrees

(White et al., 1980). Piatt (1984) suggests that when

conjugate sets of C develop, the angle between C and the

dominant set of C is 15 to 20 degrees.

The average angle between the C and C* fabrics in the

gabbro mylonltes of the present study area Is 31 degrees with

a standard deviation of 10 degrees (Fig. 32A). When the

orientations of C and C* are plotted against each other (Fig.

32A), a weak correlation appears to be present, suggesting

that the orientation of the C fabric may be related to the

orientation of C. To test this observation, the angle between

the two fabrics was plotted against each separately. When the

angle Is plotted against the orientation of C, as In Figure

32B, the resulting scatter of measurements suggests that there

is little or no relationship between the orientation of C and

the angle made with C . In fact, for any orientation of C It

can be seen that the orientation of C varies a great deal.

For instance from Figure 32B, it can be seen that for a C

orientation of 095 the angle between C and C* ranges from 5 to

60 degrees.
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At first glance the plot of C against the angle between

C and C (Fig. 32C), suggests a relatively strong correlation.

However the angle is measured in relation to the orientation

of C which only ranges from 080 to 120. Therefore the linear

trend suggested in Figure 32C, is actually the result of this

narrow range of C. Within the boundaries of the C

orientations the measurements describe a scatter, supporting

the field impression that the orientation of C is variable.

As pointed out earlier the composition of gabbros within

the area is quite heterogeneous. As strain is in part

dependent on lithology, this regional heterogeneity in

composition may have an effect on C formation and thus the

scatter of data In Figures 32B and 32C, may reflect the

llthologlcal heterogeneity. To test this possibility, similar

plots of C, C and the angle between C and C were made using

measurements from the single outcrop of gabbro mylonlte at

location 2. This outcrop was studied in detail both in the

field and by thin section analysis and Is considered to be

relatively homogeneous locally. The results shown In Figures

33A and 33B, are virtually the same as the suggested by the

data from all of the gabbro mylonltes (Figs. 32B and 32C).

Detailed field analysis of C structures (Piatt and

Vlssers 1980) and theoretical geometry (Piatt 1984), suggests

that the C fabric may rotate with continued deformation.

Weljermeers and Rondeel (1984) have used this suggestion to

conclude that since the angle between C and C in the sheared

pelltes of the Maclzo de Nevera of Spain remains consistently
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at 18-25 degrees, there has been no rotation subsequent to

formation of the C fabric. However in the Betic Movement

Zone (Piatt and Vissers 1980), multiple sets of C have been

observed and interpreted as being the result of rotation

during continued simple shearing. In this case the sets of C
at lower angles to the shear zone boundary (C foliation)

represent an older set and higher angle sets represent later

C formation.

The variable orientation of C* in the present study may

be interpreted as the result of rotation of an earlier set of

C* with the subsequent formation of a later set. Support of

this Idea is suggested by a histogram plot of the angle

between the C and C fabrics in the gabbro mylonlte of

location 2 (Fig. 33C), which shows the presence of two

populations at 25-30 and 35-40 degrees. If the conclusion

that C has been rotated due to continued deformation is

acceptable, it seems logical to suggest that rocks showing the

greatest degree of deformation should show; (I) the presence

of multiple sets of C and (ID an Increased frequency of C*

at low angles to C. To Investigate these possibilities the

angle between C and C was measured In three separate parts of

the mylonlte at location 2, representing progressively greater

degrees of mylonlt Izat ion.

In the first case, the gabbro Is weakly foliated but has

a well developed mineral fabric defining the C fabric. The C
fabric present at this stage Is widely spaced, often occurring

as single discrete surfaces (Fig. 60). The average angle
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between C and C is 23.7 degrees with a relatively small

standard deviation of 7.7 degrees. The histogram plot for

this stage of deformation (Fig. 34A), shows a single

population at 25-30 degrees. The second stage of mylonite is

strongly foliated with a well developed chlor i te-feldspar

mylonitic layering. C occurs more regularly than in the

previous stage but is usually relatively widely spaced (>5cm).

The average angle between C and C for this stage is 34.7

with a standard deviation of 10.4 degrees. The histogram for

this stage (Fig. 34B), shows the presence of two populations

at 25-30 and 35-40 degrees. The third set of measurements

comes from 1 meter wide zones of the well layered mylonite

which have been totally disrupted by a closely spaced (<1cm>

C foliation (Fig. 62). The average angle between C and C is

29.9 degrees with a standard deviation of 10.0 degrees,

similar to the results of the previous stage. However the

histogram for this most deformed stage (Fig. 34C), more

clearly defines two populations at 20-25 and 35-40 degrees.

It also shows that there are more examples of C at low angles

to C at this stage.

FOLDING

The most obvious evidence of deformation within the study

area Is the presence of abundant asymmetric Z style folding.

As shown on Hap 1, macroscopic (amplitudes >10m) and

megascopic regional scale folding, especially of banded iron

formation is evident from surface mapping, drill core
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Information and magnetic survey. Asymmetric folding, related

to shear zones and mylonites, has been observed by several

workers (Berthe and Brun 1980, Cobbold and Quinquis 1980,

Ponce de Leon and Choukroune 1980). The shape of these folds

Is related to the sense of displacement within a shear zone.

Typically, S style folds prevail in a sinistral shear zone and

Z style folds in a dextral shear zone (Cobbold and Quinquis

1980). Thus the prevalence of Z style folds in the study area

indicates the presence of a dextral shear zone.

Mesoscopic Z Style Folding

Mesoscopic (amplitude <lm) Z style folding is present

throughout the study area. However the intensity of folding

varies and appears to be related to several factors including

the degree of foliation development, distance from the

Bankf ield-Tombill Fault and the presence of banded iron

formation. Closely adjacent to the Bankf ield-Tombi 1 1 Fault

most rock types are well foliated and intensely folded. In

exposures south of the fault, folding is observed to be most

intense in the more thinly laminated sediments (Fig. 5) and in

general the frequency of folding observed in outcrop decreases

southwards. Approximately 1km south of the fault the

sediments become more massive and folding is rarely observed.

To the north, both mesoscopic and macroscopic folding

persist to the contact with the mafic volcanics, 3km north of

the Bankf ield-Tombill Fault. Exposures in this area are

commonly strongly foliated, often by a well developed spaced
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cleavage and intensely folded at a mesoscopic scale (Fig 35).

Banded iron formation, absent in the sediments south of the

fault is common in the north with exposures commonly revealing

intense mesoscopic and macroscopic foldingCFig 13).

Although the attitude of these Z folds varies even at a

single location, the stereo plot maximum for all of the

mesoscopic Z fold axes measured is 257/20 (Fig. 36). The mean

orientation of all Z fold axial traces is 078 or its

complementary orientation 258. In most cases there is no

evidence that these mesoscopic folds are parasitic to larger

scale structures. Z folds of mesoscopic size occur in the

layered sediments and iron formation, the conglomerate and

tuff units where the well developed C foliation is folded, and

also in the gabbro mylonlte where the mylonitic layering is

folded. Evidence supporting the observation that the C fabric

is folded along with layering includes folding of a well

developed spaced cleavage (Fig. 35), folded veins which have

infilled the cleavage (Fig. 37), and folded conglomerate and

tuff units in which clasts have been elongated parallel with C

and folded (Figs. 11 and 38).

In some cases the Z folding affects areas several meters

in width (Fig. 39). In other locations only one or two layers

appear to be folded while surrounding layers are unaffected

(Fig. 5). In the former case the axial trace of the folds is

often observed to bend towards the C direction (Fig. 40), for

example, changing in attitude from 250/w to 270/w. In most

cases the folds with axial traces of orientations less than
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Fig. 35 Folded spaced cleavage in greywacki

rig. 36 "Z" ahaped fold*. Maximum-2S7/20.
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Pig. 37.
shapes.

Veins parallel with the C cleavage are folded In Z
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Fig. 38. Folded agglomerate unit. The c lasts have been
elongated parallel with the foliation which is folded.

Fig. 39. Uide zone of Z folding in greywackes.
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080 are more open whereas folds with axial traces of 090 are

usually tighter.

At several locations, especially in the well layered

sediments and the strongly foliated tuff, a weak axial planar

fabric was observed in the hinges of mesoscopic Z folds. This

fabric cuts both layering and the earlier formed C foliation

and Is usually best developed In the tightest fold hinges.

Although displacement along this fabric was not observed, many

of the mesoscopic Z folds have been disrupted by thin (<lcm)

shear zones and brittle fractures which form parallel to the

axial plane of the fold, but along the short limb (Fig. 41).

At several locations the tighter Z folds have axial

traces approaching parallelism with the C foliation. In many

cases the hinges of these folds become transposed or

completely separated by shear planes parallel with the C

foliation <Flg. 43). Folds with axial traces parallel with

the foliation are also produced when folded layering Is

further displaced along the C foliation, producing class 2 or

similar style folds. Quartz veins oblique to the C foliation

are also often displaced along the foliation, producing

similar folds.

Although rare, the presence of folds plunging towards the

east was observed. In one case, a very small Z fold

(amplitude <5cm) has successive hinges plunging in opposite

directions. This structure occurs in an outcrop of Intense

mesoscopic folds and appears to be parasitic to these slightly

larger folds. A possible explanation for the opposite
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plunging hinges, shown in Figure 42, is that the axis of the

smaller fold is constrained at depth. This type of structure

has not been observed at any other location, suggesting that

conditions leading to the formation of such a structure are

rare

.

Macroscopic and Megascopic Z Folding

As shown on Horwood and Pye's map (Map 1 ), macroscopic

(amplitudes >10m) and megascopic (regional scale) folds,

especially of banded iron formation appear to be abundant

north of the Bankf leld-Tomblll Fault. However parts of this

map have been interpreted from a magnetic survey using a dip

needle. Large scale fold closures such as those shown on Map

1 west and south of Barton Bay, were rarely observed during

the present study. Mapping during this study suggests that

some of the supposed regional structures on Horwood and Pye's

map can be reinterpreted. For Instance field evidence is

lacking to support the presence of the folding style shown

south and west of Barton Bay, referred to above, and Instead

these have been reinterpreted as smaller scale macroscopic Z

style folds (Fig. 23A-B). Outcrops at the locations referred

to above are characterized by extensive mesoscoplc Z folding

(Fig. 39). Larger macroscopic folding of an iron formation

unit Is suggested by field mapping, but Is usually disrupted

by displacement along Irregularly spaced shear planes oriented

parallel to the local C foliation (090- 100/80/s-V) . Both the

smaller Z folds and the larger folds have a similar range of
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axial surface orientations, 060-100. All measurable axial

plunges were towards the west and had orientations

complementary to those Indicated above.

Approximately 1 kilometer west along strike of the

outcrops described above, stripping during the present study

exposed the hinge of a macroscopic fold in iron formation

(Fig. 13). This fold is not shown on Horwood and Pye's map

but macroscopic Z folds are shown in Iron formation both west

and east of the newly exposed fold. Therefore it is believed

that the one hinge exposed is also part of a similar Z style

fold. The newly exposed fold hinge plunges to the west,

270/30 and the folded layering and what appears to be an

earlier fabric parallel with the layering. Is disrupted by

shear planes parallel with the axial trace of the fold (Fig.

43), which Is parallel with the C foliation locally.

Displacement along these shear planes is dextral and Is shown

In detail in Figure 44. Within the fold, transposition along

these shear planes has produced smaller scale folding in which

limbs are often extremely stretched or even separated along

the shear plane (Fig. 45). The disruption of folding by axial

planar shear planes such as described here has also been

observed In other areas of regional ductile shear (Soula et

al . , 1980). Outcrop of the well layered sediments at this

location and nearby are characterized by Intense mesoscoplc Z

folding. In many cases the short limb of these folds Is also

folded or displaced by shear planes producing a more complex

structure (Fig. 46). The similarity between the newly exposed
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Fig. 45. Separation of fold hinges by discrete shear
planes.

Fig. 46. Modified Z fold which may reflect the shape of
larger scale folds.
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fold and those described south and west of Long Bay has led to

the interpretation that all of these folds are generally Z

style folds but may be modified, representing a larger scale

example of the structure shown In Figure 46.

Other macroscopic folding observed or Interpreted from

mapping during the present study includes a large Z fold In

Iron formation, observed on the island in Barton Bay. The

assumed boundaries of this fold are shown on Horwood and Pye's

(1955) map and were outlined by drilling and magnetic survey.

Trenches and areas exposed since the time of their map were

mapped during the present study and support the original

Interpretat Ion.

A very complex series of macroscopic folds were also

observed in the tuffs and gabbros exposed by recent outcrop

stripping and along the north eastern shoreline of the

peninsula at the eastern end of Lake Kenogamlsls. The folding

here Is extensive, but discontinuous over a strike width of

approximately 1 kilometer. The folding Is complicated by

mixed llthologles, transposed layering and displacement along

irregularly spaced shear planes similar to those seen In the

folded iron formation. Mesoscoplc Z style folding dominates,

but macroscopic fold hinges with Z and S style parasitic folds

were observed. The attitude of the smaller more common Z

folds varies In orientation from 256-270 and in plunge from

10-40 to the west. The larger fold hinges at this location

varied In orientation from 250-280 with plunges of 10-60

towards the west.
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The similarity of structures present at this location to

the wacroscoplc folds described west of Lake Kenogamisis has

led to a similar interpretation in Figure 23A-B. The overall

structure Is considered to be an open Z style fold with the

shorter limb modified by smaller scale folding and

displacement by shear planes parallel with the C foliation

(Fig. 46).

Other Fold Styles

Three other styles of folding were observed in the study

area. At a single location near Mosher Lake (Map 1) and

aproximately 200m north of the Bankf ield-Tombill Fault, a thin

layer of iron formation appears to have been refolded (Fig.

47>. One kilometer east of this location "unfolded" folds

(H.Hugon> pers. comm. 1984) were observed in a sequence of

layered sediments and iron formation (Fig. 48), suggesting

passive folding of active Z folds. These styles of folding

were observed only at these locations but indicate the degree

of deformation that has taken place in areas close to the

Bankf leld-Tombi 11 Fault.

Kink style folding Is relatively common In the well

foliated sediments of the study area, but is most common

within 1km of the Bankf ield-Tombill Fault. Due to the low

lying nature of the outcrops and the dominantly vertical

foliation and layering, the three dimensional orientation of

these folds was difficult to measure. Therefore the kink band

boundaries (trace of axial plane), were measured and plotted

as poles assuming that the axial planes of the kinks were
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Fig. 47. Refolded fold in iron formation.

Pig. 48. Unfolded folds In iron formation and greywacke.
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vertical. Although conjugate sets were rarely observed in a

single outcrop. Figure 49 and 50 shows that regionally a

conjugate set has developed. The dominant set has a sinistral

sense and an average orientation of 144/V. The dextral set

has an average orientation of 030/V.

The use of kink folds as stress orientation indicators

has been well documented (Gay and Weiss 1974, Verbeek 1978,

Weiss 1980, in Clifford and Wallace 1982). The naxlMua

compressive stress, slgma 1 Is defined as the bisectrix of the

acute angle made by a conjugate set, the intermediate stress,

slgma 2 as the axis of Intersection of sigma 1 and 3, and the

least compressive stress as the bisectrix of the obtuse angle

of the set. The regional stress orientations suggested using

this method are; slgma 1 = 087/V, slgma 3 = 177/V.

The mechanism traditionally accepted for kink fold

formation Is one of compression parallel to a well developed

foliation (Hobbs, Means and Williams 1976). With an average

foliation orientation of 097/V, aproxlmately parallel to the

inferred slgma 1 087/V, the study area fits Into this model

quite well. However recent studies of kink folding In

greenstone belts (Clifford and Wallace 1982) has led to some

modifications to the traditional model. Clifford and Wallace

found that kinking was related to sinistral movement along a

regional ductile-brittle break, the Manltou Straights Fault.

In this area they found; that kink folds were developed mainly

In close proximity to the fault, dextral kink folds dominated

and that the maximum compressive stress was parallel to a
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Fig. 49 Sinistral kinks plotted as polas to a plan«-
r»pr*senting the axial trace of the kink. Maximuii»-144/V.

>• D >

«

Fig. 50 Dextral kinks plotted as poles to a plane
representing th axial trace of the kink. MaxiMuni«'O30/V.
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strong regional schistosity.

The pattern of kinking in the present study area has

several similarities to Clifford and Wallace's observations.

Kinking is present mainly in association with the

Bankf ield-Tombill Fault, sinistral kinks dominate (in a

dextral shear regime) and the determined sigma 1 is

approximately parallel with the regional foliation. Following

the argument of Clifford and Wallace this suggests that kink

folding in the Geraldton area may be the result, not of a late

east-west compression, but instead the result of dextral

displacement along a ductile shear zone, the Bankf ield-Tombi 1

1

Fault, perhaps resulting from local compression associated

with stick - slip mechanisms (Williams pers. conm.).

Discussion Of Folding

The variation in attitude of the mesoscopic and

macroscopic Z folds observed in the study area, can be most

easily explained in terms of reorientation of fold axes due to

a simple shear process. The reorientation of fold axes in

association with ductile shear zones and mylonites has been

reported in several papers (Escher and Watterson 1974, Bell

1978, Berthe and Brun 1980). Progressive deformation by

simple shearing produces a strain ellipse in which the

direction of maximum elongation, the X axis, approaches

parallelism with the direction of shearing (Fig. 51A). As

shown by Escher and Watterson (1974), linear elements within a

large sector of an originally undeformed circle will be
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a.

Pig. 51. A* rotation of th« ails of olongatlon X towards
the dlroctloQ of shearing. B, all elements within sector *
will be rotated towards the shear direction Caodified froa
Bscher and Watterson 1974).
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rotated In sympathy with the X axis (Fig. 51B). The degree of

rotation or reorientation of linear elements such as the axes

of original or contemporary folds will be dependent on both

the degree of simple shear and the fold's original

orientation.

The angle between the axial traces of folds and the C

foliation in the study area varies from 40 to degrees. As

shown in Figure 40 the axial trace of mesoscopic Z folds was

often observed to bend towards the C foliation. This is

similar to the manner in which the simple shear S fabric is

displaced by C as described by Berthe et al . , (1979a> and

Simpson (1984). In fact the average orientation of the

mesoscopic Z fold axial traces Is 078/V, which Is very close

to the average orientation of the S fabric, 084/V. This

information suggests that most of the mesoscopic folding In

the study area formed contemporaneously with a regional simple

shearing event. The variation in attitudes of these folds may

reflect the relative timing of the folding, those at higher

angles to the C foliation having formed later than those at

lower angles. Results similar to this have been suggested by

Escher and Watterson (1974).

The larger macroscopic folds in the area usually have

axial traces at much lower angles (15-0) to the C foliation.

Considered In light of the simple shear model proposed, these

folds may represent either the earliest contemporaneous folds

or possibly original folds which have been reoriented closer

to parallelism with the shear zone. Since these larger folds
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are mainly associated with the banded iron formation and tuff

units, it may be that these lithologles have some bearing on

the ease or timing of fold formation.

MINOR SHEARS

Further evidence of deformation in all rock types away

from the Bankf ield-Tombll 1 Fault is suggested by the presence

of numerous minor, discrete shear zones. These shears are

generally less than 1cm wide and often only a few millimeters

wide. They are commonly identified as schisty zones

displacing veins in an otherwise undeformed rock (Fig. 52).

The greatest number of these minor shears show a dextral sense

of displacement and as shown in Figure 53A, are generally

oriented at 100/V, parallel with the Bankf ield-Tombi 1 1 Fault

and the regional C foliation. Shears with a sinistral

displacement were also observed with most having orientations

of 096/V and 040/V (Fig. 53B).

VEINS

Veining is common in most parts of the study area, but is

most extensive in outcrops adjacent to the Bankf ield-Tombl 1

1

Fault (Fig. 37). Pure quartz veins are the most common but

quartz-carbonate, quartz-epldote and quartz-tourmaline veins

were also observed. Vein width varied from a few millimeters

to tens of centimeters. The orientation of veins regionally,

is extremely variable (Fig. 54), but generally can be broken

down Into those oblique to the C foliation and those parallel
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Fig. 52. Vein displaced by shear in gabbro.
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with It. Veins oblique to the foliation are cut and often

displaced by the foliation (Fig. 25). Displacement is most

commonly dextral but sinistral displacements were observed.

Most commonly veins were present parallel with and often

folded with the foliation (Fig. 37). These foliation parallel

veins oftenexhibit boudinage and pinch and swell structures

(Fig. 6). The axes of the boudinage suggest extension

parallel to the foliation. In zones of intense deformation

such as some pelitic layers, veins have been totally disrupted

by folding and discrete displacement (Fig. 6).

Conclusions

The presence of shear related S, C and C* fabrics, both

in the mylonite and surrounding rocks of the study area.

Indicates regional deformation by a large scale simple shear

zone. The Z asymmetry of folds, relative orientations of the

shear fabrics and displacement along these fabrics indicate

that the predominant sense of displacement within this

regional shear zone was dextral. Extension lineations*

boudinage and pinch and swell structures indicate that

extension as the result of the regional shearing was

subhorlzontal and parallel with the Bankf ield-TombiU Fault.

Structures related to regional shearing are recognized up to

2km south of the fault and northwards to the contact between

sediments and volcanics, thus defining the boundaries of the

Barton Bay Deformation Zone.
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STAGES OF GABBRO MYLONITIZATION

Separate stages of mylonlt Izat ion have been outlined

according to both field and microscopic evidence. In the

field, outcrops of mylonite were subdiv ided .according to

texture and foliation development. Zones of increasing

deformation within the gabbro were first described by Lavlgne

(1983), and the stages defined in this study are in part based

on his original observations. Five separate zones of

deformation-mylonit izat ion were identified and were mapped in

detail a two separate locations (Figs. 56 and 57). The least

deformed gabbro is represented by a zone of thin (3-5cm)
i _

anastomosing shears which surround lithons of undeformed rock

(Fig. 58). The next stage of deformation produces an

elongated mineral fabric and in some cases a weak foliation,

which is often displaced by a widely spaced irregular C
fabric. In some cases it appears as if the earlier

anastomosing shears have been rotated parallel to each other.

With further deformation a strong foliation-layering Is

produced which is often folded. In some places this zone is

also cut by the C fabric which causes displacement of the

layering. At each of the outcrops mapped, the zones of most

Intense deformation are marked by the relatively uniform

development of a closely spaced C fabric. The layering

within these zones is completly disrupted, producing the

brecciated appearance noted by Pye (1952).

Samples from each of these zones were studied

microscopically to determine any differences mlneraloglcally.
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micro-structurally or in degrees of feldspar

recrystall Ization. The axes of mineral grains and aggregates

were measured In an attempt to define each zone statistically.

The microscopic evidence indicates that each of the zones

identified In the field represent significantly different

stages in the mylonit ization of the gabbro. The character,

and significant differences for each stage have been

summarized in Table 1. Each stage has been expressed in

mylonitic terminology by comparison with the classification

scheme of Wise et al . (1984).

STAGE I

This stage represents the least degree of deformation

observed in outcrop and microscopically. In outcrop It occurs

as zones of coarse grained llthons of gabbro surrounded by

thin (3-5cm) discrete shears in an anastomosing pattern (Fig.

58). The gabbro near the center of these llthons exhibits a

typical gabbro Ic texture of Interlocking coarse grained

feldspar and amphlbole, and Is considered to represent the

best example of a stage I, undeformed gabbro. Rare elongated

amphlbole and leucoxene within this zone suggest that

"undeformed" Is a relative description. Closer to the

discrete shears the gabbro becomes visibly deformed as

elongated feldspar and amphlbole define a strong S fabric

rotating Into parallelism with the shear boundaries (Fig. 31).

These discrete shears are generally oriented east-west,

parallel with the regional shear direction, and have been
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Fig. 58. AnastoMOsing shears (on right side of figure).

100 UM

Pig. 59. Weak S fabric defined by bent actinolite in stage
I gabbro.
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considered separately from the remaining mylonite.

Samples taken from the lithon centers, when observed

microscopically reveal only a small degree of deformation.

Most minerals are roughly equ idimensional and

recrystall ization of feldspar is rarely observed. Slightly

elongated leucoxene and rare thin (5-10 micron) zones of

higher strain define a very weak C fabric. A weak S fabric is

also produced by the bending of amphiboles into the thin zones

of higher strain (Fig. 59). Although significant

recrystall ization does not occur at this stage, the presence

of the weak mylonitic fabrics suggest that stage I represents

a protomylonite

.

STAGE II

In outcrop, stage II often but not always separates stage

I from stage III and/or stage IV. Stage II consists of coarse

elongated feldspar and amphibole in a finer, medium to dark

green matrix. The elongated minerals define a strong C fabric

(Fig. 60). An S fabic was not observed. The width of this

stage varies from centimeters to tens of centimeters as it

usually forms an alternating pattern with the weakly developed

layering of stage III. In some cases where stage II is

associated with stages III and IV it has been folded. Often

it is weakly disrupted by a weak Irregularly spaced C* fabric.

In thin section stage II is characterized by elongated

feldspar grains, feldspar aggregates and actlnollte aggregates

(Fig. 61), which cause the strong fabric seen in outcrop. The
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Pig. 60. Mineral fabric cut by wide spaced C fabric.

. lOOUM .

Pig. 6i. C fabric defined by parallel aggregates of
feldspar and act i nolite.
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actlnolite aggregates have formed as the result of a large

amount of recrystall ization. However recrystall ization in the

feldspar aggregates Is limited (Table 1). The C fabric

visible In outcrop is identified microscopically as thin

planes of displacement, often infilled with fine grained

chlorite. The structure Is easily observed due to the

sigmoidal shape of feldspar and actlnolite grains (Fig. 62).

Stage II exhibits a strong mylonitic fabric and some

recrystall Ization, the surviving megacrysts of feldspar and

actlnolite make up less than 50% of the rock and therefore is

considered to represent a mylonlte.

STAGE III

Rock representative of stage III consists of alternating

dark and light green layers, oriented parallel with the shear

zone boundaries. This layering Is poorly developed, varies in

width along its length and Is often discontinuous (Fig. 63).

In some places large elongated amphlboles within the lighter

layers define a mineral fabric parallel with the layering. A

similar layering effect has been observed In mylonites of the

Arnaboll thrust (Dixon and Mill lams 1983). In that mylonlte,

layering Is produced by alternating quartz plus feldspar and

Muscovite rich zones, in which mica concentrations are

considered to mark high strain zones.

In thin section the dark green layering Is seen to

consist of masses of extremely elongated aggregates of

actlnolite which are being replaced by chlorite. Single
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Fig. 62. Elongated feldspar with sigaoidal shape due to C
fabric. C is parallel with the base of the figure and C is
oriented NW -SE relative to the figure.

Pig. €3. Layering at stage III
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actlnolite aggregates produce the mineral fabric in the

lighter green layers which consist of chlorite and feldspar.

Recrystall Izatlon of feldspar In these lighter layers has

produced mainly first order grains (40 microns), and also a

small degree of second order grains (15-20 microns). Original

feldspar and actlnolite grains are still present but make up

less than 10% of the rock and therefore stage III represents

an ultramylonite

.

STAGE IV

The rock produced at this stage Is considered to

represent the most highly strained state of the gabbro. In

outcrop It appears as a strongly layered rock In which the

medium and pale green layers are usually relatively thin

(<lcm), and often disrupted by a strong C fabric (Fig. 64).

The layering Is less discontinuous than observed at stage III

but the width continues to vary along the length of the

layers. This well developed layering Is often further

deformed by Z style folds In which the axial trace bends

towards parallelism with adjacent unfolded layering and is cut

by the C fabric (Fig. 65).

Microscopically the layering is revealed to be composed

of alternating zones of chlorite and feldspar. The feldspar

rich layers often center around extremely elongated aggregates

of recrystall Ized feldspar. Within these aggregates, first

order grains are the most common but a large degree of second

order recrystal 1 izat Ion has also taken place. Actlnolite Is
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Fig. 64. Thick layering of stage V mylonite surrounded by
thin layering of stage IV cut by closely spaced C

.

Pig. 65. Folded layering is cut by C fabric.
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absent at stage IV and appears to have been totally replaced,

producing the chlorite rich layers. Within both layers,

elongated first and second order feldspar grains have become

separated in a fine matrix of chlorite. Rare smaller

aggregates of feldspar persist in which it can be seen that

grains are being separated by chlorite at ends and margins.

The long axes of both aggregates and grains are oriented

parallel with a strong crenulation which is present at this

stage. The strong foliation and degree of recrystall izat ion

at stage IV suggests that this rock is an ul tramylonite

.

STAGE V

Within the thinly layered stage IV rock at location 2,

are zones of thicker layering Olcm) in which the darker

layers are a much darker green than in the surrounding stage

IV layers. These zones are considered to mark a separate stage

of mylonitization, stage V. The thicker layering becomes most

obvious where it has been separated into "foliation fish"

(Hanmer 1984) by the strongly developed C fabric in the

surrounding stage IV layers (Fig. 64). The stage V layering

appears to be less affected by the C which in most cases

appears to stop at the layer boundary.

Microscopically this stage is similar to stage IV, with

the same degrees of elongation and feldspar recrystal 1 izat ion.

Elongated aggregates are present in the feldspar rich layers

but are usually shorter and thinner than those observed in

stage IV. The most significant difference between these
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stages is the presence of actinolite In the chlorite rich

layers of the stage V rock. This stage has been crenulated to

a greater degree and In most places one set of limbs of the

mlcrofolds describes a distinctive crenulatlon cleavage.

Stages I through IV were used to describe rocks which

have formed due to Increasing strain within a gabbro. These

stages were observed separately and together at several

locations. The fifth stage described was clearly observed

only at location 2, and appears to represent a similar degree

of strain to stage IV. The thicker layering and presence of

actinolite has led to defining of a separate stage. The

apparent greater degree of separation of feldspar aggregates

has led to defining this stage as a slightly higher degree of

mylonltlzatlon than stage IV.

The thinly layered rock of stage IV Is often cut and

disrupted by zones of the closely spaced C* fabric (Fig. 64).

The thick layering of stage V, observed at location 2 is

surrounded by one of these zones but Is only cut by the C
fabric at wide intervals (Fig. 64), producing the "foliation

fish" appearance (Hanmer 1984). This effect appears to be

related to the thickness of the layering, especially the

chlorite rich layers In which the crenulatlon Is best

developed. According to Gapals and White (1982) the formatloa

of a C fabric In mylonltes marks a change from homogeneous to

Inhomogeneous deformation and also a change In deformation

mechanism from dislocation creep to grain boundary sliding.

If these conclusions are applied to the present study, they
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suggest that a sixth stage of mylonit ization might be defined.

However evidence for the onset of grain boundary sliding la

the examples studied by Gapais and White, came from

observation of recrystall ization within C fabrics in a quartz

mylonite. In the present study the zones of dense C have

been altered by carbonate which infilled the fabric and

destroyed any original textures (Fig. 66). Because of this it

is difficult to determine whether the zones of dense C
represent a further stage of mylonit ization or a modification

of stages IV and V.
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Pig. 66. C f«bric Infilled by oarbonatte
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND MINERALOGICAL DESCRIPTION

The gabbro mylonlte from location 2 (Fig. 57) was chosen

for detailed study due to the presence of all observed stages

of mylonlt izat ion and also because of apparent homogeneity.

The least deformed gabbro (stage I) consists of coarse grained

alblte-act inol ite-chlor ite-epidote-leucoxene +/- quartz. At

this stage the gabbro maintains its primary igneous texture

with weak fabrics defined by elongated actinolite and

leucoxene. Mylonit izat ion completely destroys the original

texture producing an extremely fine grained well foliated

rock, an ultramylonite . If not for the associated less

deformed lithons of gabbro, the original progenitor of the

ultramylonite (stage V), could not be easily discerned.

Thin sections were cut parallel with the lineatlon and

perpendicular to the mylonlte foliation. The axes of

feldspar, actinolite, epldote, chlorite and leucoxene grains

and aggregates were measured In an attempt to correlate

statistically, the changes In shape with the degree of

mylonlt Izat Ion. These measurements were also used to

determine mean grain sizes of each stage. The mean ratio of

length to width = R, the mean length = L and the mean width «

W for each stage of mylonltlzatlon are shown in Table 2. The

mean and standard deviation values are listed In Appendix 1,

The long and short axes of mineral grains and aggregates

were measured optically, using the crosshair divisions

provided. The measurements were then converted to microns.

At high power and with a clear Image, accuracy up to 2.5
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Icrons was attained. The statistical data derived fro* these

measurements Is useful not only for Indicating the effects of

strain on Individual minerals but also helps outline each of

the separate mylonlte stages.

In general, the R and L values of mineral types other

than feldspar grains Increase from stage I to stage IV (Table

2>> Indicating the Increasing elongation of minerals through

these stages. The sudden change In R and L In stage IV marks

the formation of the crenulatlon and also Indicates the

increasing separation of grains by chlorite. An even better

picture of the changes In mineral shape. Is provided by

histogram plots of R> L and W for each mineral through all

stages of mylonlt Izatlon (Appendix 1). Leucozene provides a

good example to Illustrate the typical changes In R, L and W

values. The values of R and L Increased from 3.0 to 11.6 and

160.6 to 254.4 microns, respectively, from stage I to stage

III. At the same time W decreased from 56.6 to 24.6 (Table

2). In stage IV each of the values shows a sudden decrease

accompanying formation of the crenulatlon. Although the R, L

and W values for stage V are greater than those In stage IV,

they still show a marked decrease from stage III. It Is also

evident that the values are smaller In the chlorite layers

where the crenulatlon Is best developed (Table 2>. The

difference of R, L and W values between stage IV and stage V

ay be related to the relative layer thickness. The same

pattern of Increasing length and decreasing width shows up

clearly In histogram plots for leucoxene (Fig. 67). The use
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TABLE 2

Mineral measure»ents for each stage of gabbro nylonltlzat In,
R=Mean ratio, L=mean length and W=«ean width. <L and W In
Microns)

.

Stages II III IV :V-fel:V-chl:

Feldspar :R: 1.8: 3.2: 3.0: 3.0: 3.5: 3.4:
Grains :L:111.0: 65.3: 43.6: 48.8: 51.8: 40.9:

:W: 68.0: 23.2: 15.5: 18.2: 16.1: 13.5:

Feldspar :R:
Aggregate :L:

:W:

Chlorite
:L:188.
:W: 91,

: 5.9: 5.9
:326.4:545.9
: 66.8: 90.9

6: 8.6: 9.6
2:173.8:181.1
0: 28.3: 24.2

Actinol lte:R: 3.2: 5.4:
Grains :L: 707.6: 400. 3:

:W:215.7: 92.6:

Actinol Ite :R:
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of R» L, W and histograms for length and width also proved

useful In defining the different generations of feldspar

recrystall Izat Ion (Fig. 83 and Table 3).

Standard deviation values (Appendix 1) reveal a similar

statistical pattern. In general the standard deviation of L

and W are high for all stages of mylonlt Izat Ion. The standard

deviation values for R are low for minerals In the least

deformed rock but Increase with Increasing mylonlt Izat Ion.

This effect Is due to the contrasting ductilities of the

different mineral types. Chlorite, actlnollte and leucoxene

tend to become elongated easily and earlier than feldspar and

epldote. Individual R values of 20 to 50 are not uncommon for

these ductile minerals (Appendix 1). However when forced to

"flow" around the more rounded or blocky feldspars and epldote

the ductile minerals pinch out or are separated In a more

brittle fashion, producing grains of lower R values and thus

larger values of standard deviation. The size of single

feldspar grains and aggregates also show Increased standard

deviation In the later stages of mylonlt Izat Ion. In this case

these seem to be the result of Incomplete recrystal 1 Izat Ion.

Smaller, undeformed new grains are produced from older

elongated grains and aggregates causing two or more

populations of grain size (Fig. 83).

EPIDOTE

Epldote Is present throughout the gabbro mylonlte. In

the least deformed stages It Is present both as single
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euhedral to subhedral grains <L=50, W=40 microns) and nore

commonly as radial aggregates (L=175, W=90 microns) of

euhedral grains (Fig. 68). In plane light epldote Is easily

recognized due to its high relief, pale yellow colour and weak

pleochrolsm. Throughout the early stages of mylonl t izat ion

both single grains and compact aggregates are often observed

surrounded by finer grained masses of chlorite and or

actinolite as asymmetric pressure shadows. Indicating rotation

of the less ductile epldote within the more ductile matrix.

Of the minerals studied, single epldote grains showed the

least effect of mylonlt Izat Ion. The small changes In R, L and

W values listed In Table 2, appears to be the result of

rotation of grains, so that the long axes are parallel with

the foliation. The epldote grains themselves show no sign of

strain or recrystall Izatlon.

The effects of mylonlt Izatlon show more clearly through

changes In the aggregates of epldote. A marked change In L

and W values occurs between stages II and III (Table 2). This

statistical evidence marks the breaking up of these aggregates

Into single grains. In stages IV and V aggregates of epldote

are not present. Instead single grains are widely scattered

throughout the rock with most grains oriented parallel with

and emphasizing the crenulatlon (Fig. 69).

ACTINOLITE

At the least deformed stage, actinolite is present as

fine aclcular needles and more commonly as fibrous masses
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(urallte) cowpletely replacing original pyroxene. In plane

light the actinolite has pale to darl< green pleochroism. In

most cases the original form and interstitial texture of the

pyroxene is maintained (Fig. 68). Therefore the observed R, L

and W values (Table 2) probably reflect the original texture

of the gabbro. In some cases the coarse actinolite masses are

deformed by short (<lmra) shears defining a weak C fabric. The

masses become slightly elongated oblique to these shears,

defining a weak S fabric 20 to 30 degrees from the C fabric

(Fig. 59).

In the second stage actinolite Is deforming rapidly,

parallel to C, Into elongated aggregates (R=10) up to 1.5mm in

length. These aggregates form due to an accreting process In

which large rounded masses form a central core with fine

grained recrystal

1

Ized tails which often combine to Increase

the overall length of the aggregate (Fig. 70). At stage II a

weak C* fabric is often present which disrupts the C fabric,

producing slgmoldal shaped feldspar and actinolite grains and

aggregates (Fig. 62). Because of this disruption it Is

difficult to determine if an S fabric is present at stage II.

Actinolite aggregates appear to become completely

recrystal 1 ized and continue to elongate in stage III (R =

25-36). The weak layering observed in stage III forms due to

the accreting of thin (W = 40 microns) actinolite aggregates

into larger aggregates (W = 100 microns). These In turn join

to produce the weak layering. In most places the actinolite
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50UM

Pig. 70. Actinollte aggregates in stage II showing core of
large grains with tails of finer grains.
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Is being replaced by chlorite at grain margins and along the

actlnollte cleavage.

At stage IV thin (2-3mm) chlorite and feldspar layers

have formed. Actlnollte Is absent from both layers and

appears to have been completely replaced by chlorite. However

at stage V thicker layers have formed (l-2cm) with up to

15-20% actlnollte In the chlorite rich layers. In this case

the actlnollte occurs as euhedral crystalline grains with

their long axes parallel with the crenulatlon. In many cases

these grains appear to be separating along their length In a

brittle fashion (Fig. 71). In plane light these grains are a

darker green-blue than In earlier stages. The actlnollte

present In stage V also has a higher extinction angle

suggesting that these may be a higher grade actlnollte or low

grade hornblende.

CHLORITE

In the least deformed state, chlorite Is present as

anhedral grains Interstitial to feldspar and actlnollte (Fig.

68), as fine fibrous aggregates within thin shears and also as

an alteration of the original pyroxene. At stages II and III,

equldlmenslonal chlorite grains are rare as most of the

chlorite has become thin (25 microns) and elongated (R

8.5-9.6) parallel to C. Chlorite Is also present, Intergrown

with or replacing actlnollte, as fine aggregates forming

pressure shadows around rotating epldote grains and within the

C fabric.
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50UM

Fig. 71. Separation of actlnollte grains at stage V.

50UM

Pig. 72. Two generations of chlorite in a carbonate rich
gabbro aylonite.
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In stages IV and V chlorite alteration of actlnolite has

increased producing layers up to 75% chlorite. It occurs

mainly as thin (W = 5-25 micron) sinuous grains (Fig. 81) in

the feldspar rich layers and as coarser aggragates surrounding

Isolated feldspar grains in the chlorite rich layers (Fig.

73). The chlorite layers in the zones of dense C fabric are

usually greater than 90% chlorite and often are made up of two

generations of chlorite. The separate chlorites have

distinctly different birefringence (Fig. 72), and the later

generation appears to be related to alteration by carbonate

infilling of the C fabric.

FELDSPAR

In the least deformed rock (stage I), feldsdspar occurs

as coarse grains (L = 111, W = 65 microns), forming an

equlgranular texture with coarse actlnolite and chlorite. As

the deformation Increases to stage II elongated (R = 5.9)

aggregates of feldspar begin to form due to minor

recrystal 1 Izat Ion and also due to an accreting or clotting

together of previously separated grains. This second process

Is concentrated along the C fabric (Fig. 61). At the same

time single grains have become elongated In a ductile fashion

(R = 3.2) parallel with the C fabric (Fig. 62). In some cases

rounded feldspar grains have chlorite pressure shadows

indicating rotation. The differing styles of deformation at

this single stage of mylonlt Izat Ion Indicate a heterogeneity

of strain caused by the differing ductility of individual
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Pig. 73.
«ade up of
chlorite.

Stage V layering. The feldspar rich layers are
isolated feldspar grains in coarse grained

50UM

Fig. 74. Crenulated leuoosene at stage V.
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types of mineral

.

By stage III accretion of feldspar aggregates has reached

a point where discontinuous chlorite rich - feldspar rich

layering has formed. The feldspar rich layering is up to

l-2mm wide at this stage. Smaller <<80 microns) aggregates

are also present in the chlorite rich layers. In both cases

the elongation or layering is parallel with C. At the most

deformed stages, the rock has become completely segregated

into chlorite rich - feldspar rich layering. The individual

aggregates within the feldspar layers are often separated by

thin (5-25 micron) sinuous chlorite. Elongated feldspar

grains within the chlorite layers have become totally

separated form each other by coarse chlorite (Fig. 73).

LEUCOXENE

Aggregates of leucoxene are present in small amounts

throughout the gabbro mylonite. In all stages it is present

mainly as elongated aggregates of fine <<5 micron), euhedral

grains, which in all cases are oriented parallel with the C

fabric. Even in the least deformed stage, slightly elongated

aggregates <R = 3), define a weak C fabric. The value of R

Increases from this stage to a value of 11.5 at the third

stage. Observation of values for L and W In Table 2, reveal

that this Increase in R is due to rapidly increased length

whereas the width decreases relatively slowly. This is due to

the same process of accretion which causes elongation of

feldspar and actinollte.
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At stages IV and V a sudden decrease In R from 11.6 to

2.5 is accompanied by decreasing L and W values (Table 2).

This change accompanys the development of a strong crenulation

of the C fabric (Fig. 74). Values of R In the feldspar layers

where the crenulation is weakly developed are higher than in

the strongly crenulated chlorite layers.

In some cases the elongated aggregates remain continuous

around the hinge of the crenulation (Fig. 74), but in most

cases they become separated causing the decrease in R. The

change in R may also be related to the reaching of a critical

point of elongation, as in many cases the aggregates appear to

be breaking up or pulling apart along their length. These

show up as shorter aggregates with trails of smaller

aggregates and single grains.
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DETAILED FELDSPAR MICROSTRUCTURES

The description of feldspar mlcrostructures will be

separated into stages corresponding with those defined in

outcrop and supported by statistical analysis. Although

recrystall ization of feldspar is gradatlonal. Increasing

towards areas of highest strain, these stages are

representative of the mininum, intermediate and maxiiiun

degrees of deformation present in the gabbro mylonite. The

feldspar mlcrostructures present at each stage and their

association with recrystal 1 Izat Ion have been summarized In

Table 3.

The mlcrostructural terminology used here to describe the

recrystal 1 Izat Ion of feldspar In a gabbro mylonite has been

widely used In studies of experimentally and naturally

deformed rocks (Bell and Etherldge 1973, White 1976, Goetze

1978, Gulllope and Polrler 1979). These terms have evolved

from the study of dislocation and diffusion creep processes

which are responsible for ductile deformation.

Briefly, dislocation creep Is a process In which

deformation Is accomplished by slip along crystal lattice

planes. The line between the slipped and unsllpped parts of

the crystal Is called a dislocation (Hobbs et al . , 1976) and

these can be seen with the use of a transmission electron

microscope. The dislocation creep process occurs at high

pressures and temperatures and Is accompanied by dynamic

recrystall Izat Ion which produces the fine grain size

characteristic of mylonltes.
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Undulatory extinction Is produced when large densities of

closely spdcecl GUslOGdtions form along prism planes. This

causes lattice bending, visible optically. The build up of

dislocations forms boundaries separating strain free areas of

the lattice. These boundaries become slightly mlsorlented and

are visible optically as subgralns. Elongated subgrains often

form deformation bands parallel to prism planes and separated

by less deformed parts of the crystal lattice (White 1976).

Dynamic recrystall izat ion can occur in two ways. At

lower stresses and temperatures, rotation recrystall izat ion

takes place (White, 1976, Guillope and Polrler, 1979). As

deformation proceeds, dislocations build up In subgrain

boundaries, causing increased misor lentatlon across the

boundaries until eventually a new grain forms.

Recrystall izat ion can also occur due to grain boundary

migration. This occurs when a major difference in dislocation

density develops across grain boundaries. The grain boundary

migrates towards the point of greatest dislocation density

creating bulges which break off to form new grains.

Both of these recrystall izat ion mechanisms can occur

separately or together (White 1976). If the recrystal 1 Ized

mineral is continually strained, further recrystall izat Ion of

both the original and the newer grains can occur. For the

purpose of description in the present study, feldspar grains

which are being recrystall ized are defined as original grains.

The newer grains are considered to represent a first order of

recrystall Izat Ion. When these first order grains subsequently
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recrystall Ize, a second order of grains Is produced. In each

case recrystall Izatlon has produced new grains smaller than

their original host.

STAGE I

At first glance, thin sections from samples taken at the

center of the llthons representing the stage I gabbro appear

undeformed (Fig. 68). Feldspar grains do not appear elongated

(Table 2) and recrystal 1 Izat ion Is virtually absent. However

the presence In the feldspar of undulatory extinction,

deformation bands and subgralns Indicates the presence of

lattice distortion and dislocation creep processes.

Almost all of the feldspar shows weak to strong

undulatory extinction. Deformation bands and lamellae are

rare to absent but when recognized are confined to the largest

Isolated grains. Subgraln formation Is relatively rare but Is

observed In many of the larger feldspar grains. Subgralns are

commonly equ Idlmenslonal and show up most clearly near grain

margins and where one or more grains are In contact. Feldspar

recrystall Izat Ion is rare to absent in the sample taken to

represent the best example of stage I mylonl t izat ion. Thin

sections taken from samples away from the central part of the

llthons do show Increased recrystall izat Ion.

STAGE II

This stage Is characterized microscopically by the

presence of elongated grains and aggregates of feldspar (Fig.
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61). The formation of these as second stage strain features,

after undulatory extinction, deformation bands and subgrain

development in quartz, in mylonites has also been observed by

Bell and Ether idge (1973) and White (1976). The elongated

aggregates of feldspar are parallel in orientation to chlorite

and actlnollte growth, defining the first stages of a mylonlte

foliation or C fabric. Most single grains isolated by

chlorite and or actlnollte, are also elongated parallel with

the C fabric. In many cases these are seen to bend in a

ductile fashion into the discordant C* fabric weakly developed

at this stage (Fig. 62).

Recrystall Izatlon Is present in association with single

Isolated grains and more commonly with aggregates. The

aggregates appear to be made up of several large or small

elongated grains. The new first order grains form mainly at

grain margins and grain boundaries which are in contact. In

many cases serrated grain boundaries indicate the presence of

grain boundary bulging (Fig. 75). Many of the new grains

especially those at the margins of single Isolated grains are

similar In size (42x28 micron) to subgralns which are well

developed in all of the earliest unrecrystall Ized feldspar

(Fig. 76). This appears to Indicate that recrystal 1 Izat Ion at

this stage Is also due In part to the misorientat Ion of

subgrain boundaries to a point where new grains form at the

original grain margins. All of the new first stage

recrystall Ized grains appear unstrained, where as all of the

original feldspar shows strong development of undulatory
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Fig. 75. Grain boundary bulging between grains of feldspar.

2SUM

Pig. 76. Oevelopaent of subgralns and first order grains of

feldspar.
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extinction and subgrains. Deformation bands and la«ellae are

rare to absent at this stage.

STAGE III

This stage marks the earliest formation of the weak

feldspar rich - chlorite rich layering. Feldspar Is present

both as recrystall Ized aggregates making up the feldspar rich

layers and also as rare smaller aggregates and isolated grains

In the chlorite rich layers. Separate aggregates making up

the feldspar layers are usually outlined by thin sinuous

chlorite

.

Feldspar mlcrostructures differ distinctly In the

different layers. In the chlorite rich layers most single

isolated grains show strong subgraln formation, and commonly

first order recrystall Izat ion similar to that seen in stage

II. The new grains appear to be strain free. Feldspar

aggregates within the chlorite rich layers show evidence of

higher strains. Most of the original grains in these

aggregates have recrystal 1 ized to first order grains which

often have undulatory extinction and weak subgraln

development. In some cases total recrystall izat Ion produces a

"polygonal" texture described for quartz in mylonites by

Lister and Price (1977) (Fig. 77). In several of the

aggregates, new first order grains have serrated boundaries

Indicating the beginning of a second order of

recrystall Izatlon (Fig 78).

The feldspar rich layers are made up mainly, of massed
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Fig. 77. Polygonal texture In a feldspar aggregate,
the grain boundary bulging In first order grains.

Note

esuM

Pig. 78. Grain boundary bulging
grains (20-5 alorons).

In first order feldspar
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aggregates of first order grains. Few of the original

feldspar grains remain but those present show strong

undulatory extinction and subgrain formation. The new first

order grains also show strong undulatory extinction, subgrain

formation and often are elongated with axial ratios of greater

than 5 to 1. Grain boundary bulging occurs at first order

grain contacts with the bulges ranging in size from 20 to 5

microns (Fig. 78). In some cases second order

recrystall izatlon has taken place and is concentrated at grain

margins and grain contacts (Fig. 79). The mean length and

width of these second order grains is 16x10 microns. Many of

the first order grains have become separated from the

aggregates by chlorite.

STAGE IV

At this stage well defined layers 2-3mm wide have formed.

The feldspar rich layers are made up of elongated aggregates,

90-100% feldspar, surrounded by zones of separated feldspar

grains and fine chlorite (Fig. 80). Feldspar within the

chlorite rich layers is mainly single first order grains

separated by coarse chlorite (Fig. 81). Most of these grains

are elongated with their long axes parallel with the

crenulatlon present at this stage. The average size of these

grains Is 45x15 microns. Both these and rare original grains

show strong undulatory extinction and subgrain development.

Rare grain boundary bulging is present where grains come in

contact

.
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25 UM

Fig. 79. Chlorite separating first and second order
feldspar grains fron aggregate.

SOUM

Pig. 80. Layering at stage IV with chlorite separating
feldspar grains from aggregates.
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25MM

Pig. 81. Isolated first order feldspar grains in a aatrix
of chlorite.

50UM

Pig. 82. Thin chlorite surrounding feldspar grains near a
feldspar aggregate.
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The feldspar rich zones surrounding the feldspar

aggregates in the feldspar layers, consist of elongated first

order and some remaining original feldspar grains in a natix

of thin <5 micron) chlorite (Fig. 82). All of the feldspar

grains have well developed undulatory extinction and subgrain

formation. The aggregates of feldspar are often greater than

Icm long and consist of all three orders of recrystall ized

grains. The cores of the aggregates are made up of large

original and first order grains with some second order grains

at grain contacts and also at the margins and ends of the

aggregate (Fig. 79). All of the grains in the aggregates have

undulatory extinction and subgrain formation can be seen in

all but the second order grains. In many places grains at the

margins of the aggregates are becoming separated by fine

chlorite

.

STAGE V

The layering at this stage has increased in width up to

2-3cm. Feldspar is present in the chlorite rich layers as

elongated single grains in a matrix of coarse grained

chlorite. The feldspar rich layers are also mainly elongated

single grains in a matrix of finer chlorite. The aggregates

of feldspar are shorter than at the previous stage and a

greater degree of grains are being separated from the

aggregates by chlorite. Undulatory extinction, subgrain

formation and recrystall izat Ion appear to be unchanged from

that described for stage IV.
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The effects of recrystall Izatlon on feldspar grain size

show up clearly through changes in the R, L and W values,

listed in Table 2, and also in histograms for feldspar grains

shown in Figure 83. The values of L and W decrease from

111-68 microns at stage I to 41-14 microns at stage V. The

histograms show more clearly the effect of first and second

order recrystall izatlon on the average feldspar grain size.

In Figure 83B the presence of first order grains (42x28

microns) shows up as an increased number of grains with

lengths of less than 50 microns, and widths less than 20

microns. In Figure 83C it is possible to recognize two

separate populations of grain size, one with lengths up to 50

microns and widths up to 20 microns reflecting the new grains

and another group with lengths of 50-150 microns and widths of

35-45 microns, reflecting the earliest unrecrystal

1

ized

grains. The addition of an increased amount of second order

recrystall izatlon (16x10 microns) in stages IV and V shows up

in Figure 83D-F, as an Increase in grains with lengths less

than 25 microns and widths less than 10-5 microns.

The microstructural observations provided in this section

indicate that the production of a mylonite from gabbro has

been accomplished by a dislocation creep mechanism,

accompanied by dynamic recrystal 1 izat ion. The

recrystal 1 izat ion occurred both by grain boundary bulging and

also by subgrain rotation. The core and mantle texture of

recrystal 1 izat ion (White 1976) was observed In feldspar

aggregates but was destroyed by thin chlorite in the later
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stages of mylonlt Izatlon. This mechanism of separation by

chlorite may act to pin the ultimate recrystall Ized grain

size. The grains of feldspar separated by chlorite appeared

to be relatively strain free and a third order of

recrystall Izatlon was not observed.

According to Gapals and White (1982) the development of

shear bands - C* fabrics, occurs due to a change from

dislocation creep to grain boundary sliding. Evidence of

grain boundary sliding, within shear bands according to Gapals

and White, Is Indicated by the presence of recrystal 1 Ized

grains with a rectangular or square shape and grain margins

oriented parallel with the shear direction. In the present

study It was difficult to determine If grain boundary sliding

had occurred, as In most cases, well developed shear bands

have been Infilled by late carbonate. Where this Is not the

case, the shear bands are most often occupied by fine grained

chlorite. In stage V where a crenulatlon cleavage Is present,

feldspar grains are oriented parallel to the crenulatlon but

do not exhibit any excessive recrystal 1 Izat Ion. These

differences may be related to the polymlneralogy of the

mylonlte studied here, where as that studied by Gapals and

White was a monomlneral Ic quartz-mylonlte

.
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DISCUSSION

With the aid of underground workings and drilling, Pye

(1952) and Horwood and Pye (1955), suggested that the rocks of

the Geraldton area had been regionally folded Into a series of

east-west trending shallow plunging anticlines and synclines.

They noted however, that Z shaped folds, north of the

Bankf ield-Tomblll Fault were not compatible as parasitic folds

to the larger scale structures Interpreted. They suggested

that these folds were related to steep thrusting on the

Bankf leld-Tombill Fault.

During the present study, no regional scale fold closures

were observed and little evidence was seen suggesting regional

anticlines and synclines. Instead, observations made during

the present study suggest that all or most of the structures

in the study area can be more easily explained in relationship

to ductile simple shearing associated with the

Bankf ield-Tombill Fault.

Much of the evidence for Horwood and Pye's interpretation

came from the attitude and younging direction suggested by

graded greywacke units. As shown during the present study,

the presence of simple shear fabrics suggest that even the

apparently undeformed sediments may have been modified. The

presence of structures related to simple shearing, observed

during the present study, outline the Barton Bay Deformation

Zone, a zone up to 5km wide which was included In the area

Interpreted by Horwood and Pye. Folding within the Barton Bay

Deformation Zone is dominated by asymmetric Z shaped folds
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which plunge shallowly to the west. The presence of east-west

trending subhor Izontal to slightly east plunging slickensldes

and stretching lineations, suggest that these folds are

related to slightly oblique strike slip movement along and

parallel with the Bankf ield-Tombill Fault (Fig. 84). The

orientations of shear related fabrics, fold shape and

kinematic Indicators in the deformed conglomerate units

indicate that the sense of movement along the fault was

dextral

.

The presence of deformed intruslves and varying fold axes

orientations, suggest that the deformation associated with the

movement along the fault was either continuous over a long

period or reactivated many times. The presence of the gabbro

mylonite within the fault zone and shear fabrics outside of

the fault Indicate that the major component of deformation was

of a ductile nature.

The difference In Intensity of folding and shearing

between the areas north and south of the fault appears to be

related to lithological differences. Iron formation, present

only in the sediments north of the fault appears to act as a

focus for Intense folding. This effect may be due to

ductility contrast between the iron formation and the

surrounding greywacke. Pelltic layers of greywacke were also

nore common north of the fault and intense deformation was

often observed within these layers. Pelltic layers and also Z

folding was less common south of the fault. It could be

suggested that the pelltic layers were also planes of strike
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slip movement separate from, but parallel with the

Bankf leld-Tomblll Fault.

A wide zone of gabbro mylonite within the fault zone

Indicates that the greatest degree of ductile deformation was

focused within this zone. However it is difficult to assess

the degree of deformation that may have occurred within the

pelitlc layers. The fine grain size necessary for ductile

deformation was original in the pelitlc layers whereas the

ylonlte has developed through grain size reduction of an

originally coarse grained gabbro.

A sequence of structural events, suggested by the

progressive deformation of the gabbro to an ul tramylonl te can

also be applied to structures present outside of the fault.

1. The formation of an elongated mineral fabric, S

In the gabbro.

The S fabric Is reflected in the sediments

by a preferred orientation of clasts.

2. The S fabric is rotated Into shear planes

which develop parallel with the shear zone boundary.

The C fabric forms In the sediments and any

earl ier planar or 1 inear structures are rotated

closer to parallel with the Bankf leld-Tomblll Fault.

3. The development of the C foliation Increases

to a mylonitlc layering which is subsequently

folded.

The development of folding in the sediments

may have occurred at earlier stages due to the
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original anlsotropy of bedding. Several generations

of folding may have occurred, each being rotated by

continuous deformation.

4. In the mylonite the oblique C* fabric

develops (possibly more than one set).

The C fabric is not observed outside of the

mylonite. However discrete shear planes develop

parallel with the axial traces of so»e tight folds.

These were not observed In the mylonite and may

reflect axial planar cleavages which have rotated

parallel to the shear direction becoming planes of

displacement

.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Structures within the Barton Bay Deformation Zone are

related to ductile simple shearing along or parallel with the

Bankf ield-Tombill Fault.

2. Movement along the Bankf ield-Tombl 1 1 Fault was in a

south over north, oblique strike slip fashion with a dextral

sense of displacement.

3. Tuffs and tuff - breccias within the Barton Bay

Deformation Zone are In many cases a gabbro mylonite.

4. The grain size of the original gabbro has been

reduced by a combination of dislocation creep and dynamic

recrystal 1 izat ion.

5. The most intensely deformed stage of the mylonite is
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marked by two or more sets of a closely spaced C* fabric.
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APPENDIX I

Hlstograns and Statistics for R» L aad W
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APPENDIX I

Histograms have been produced and printed by computer for

the length, width and axial ratio of minerals at each stage of

mylonltlzatlon. The base of each histogram for length and

width is in microns.

The number of measurements made for each mineral at each

Stage and the statistical parameters calculated for each set

of data is provided in a tabular form. The mean and standard

deviation listed In these tables are In micron units. Stage V

has been subdivided Into feldspar rich layers-V-F and chlorite

rich layers-V-C.
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FELDSPAR GRAINS- WIDTH
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FELDSPAR AG6. - STATISTICS

II VMMtU MTIO

MEAN
VAIIANCE
KMIGE
sun

S.866
10. US
17.860

211.170

VALID OBSEKVAtlONS

STD E»OI



JUIMM



V-F

FELDSPAR AGG. - STATISTICS
VMIAtLE MTIO

WAN 7.211
VARIANCE 21.904
»ANCE 20.500
sun 1S1.430

VALID OSSEIVAIIONS - 21

STD Eiroi
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FELDSPAR AGG. - RATIO
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ACTINOLITE GRAINS
VMIAtLB MTIO

STATISTICS 14^

HtMt
VAIIANCE
MNQI
SUM

3.1S2
2.793
6.780

113.460

VALID OtSEIVAIIONS

8TD E»Ot
Kunosis
HINUHM

0.27?
0.767
1.220

STD DEV
SXEUMESS
NAXIHUn s.ooo

36 MISSING OBSEtVATIONS

VARIABLE LENGTH

MEAN
VARIANCE
lANGE
sun

707.639
460397.837
3S40.000
23473.000

VALID OBSEKVATIONS -

STD EnOI 113.088
KUnOSIS 1.385
MINIMUM 60.000

STK DEV
SKEUNE8S
NAXIHUH

678.326
1.481

2600.000

36 HISSING ODSEIVATIONS -

VAtlAILE VIDTH

MEAN
VARIANCE
RANGE
SUM

215.694
21975.933
530.000
7763.000

VALID OBSERVATIONS -

STD ERROR
KURTOSIS
MINIMUM

24.707
-0.306
20.000

STD Biy
SKEviASS
MAXIMUM sse.ooo

36 MISSING OBSERVATIONS

II

VARIABLE RATIO

MEAN
VARIANCE
RANGE
SUM

5.416
13.401
25.000
509.070

VALID OBSERVATIONS

STD aROR 0.405
KURTOSIS 7.831
MINIMUM 1.000

SID DEV
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ACTINOLITE GRAINS* RATIO
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ACTINOLITE GRAINS- LENGTH

•KO





ACTINOLITE GRAINS- WIDTH
151

•s



I



ACTINOLITB AGG. -STATISTICS

J J
VWIMLt uin
KM
VAKIANCE
MMQE
SUM

VALID OISEIVATIOMS -

8.126
21.0W
17.100
102.520

STD inoi
KUtTOSIS
NININUM

1.027
0.734
2.»00

STD DEV
SKEWESS

20 HISSING 0»SEIVAIIONS

152

4.393
0.»«9

20.000

VMIASLE LENGTH

VAIIANCE
tANGE
sun

676.000
125877.895
1280.000

13520.000

MLID OBSnVATIONS -

STS EltMU 79.334
KUKTOSIS 0.431
KININUH 220.000

STS REV
SXEUMESS
MXIMUn

354.793
0.932

1500.000

20 HISSING OeSEKVATIONS -

VMIABLE KIOTH

NEMt



TT" »
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ACTINOLITE AGG. -RATIO
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BPIDOTE GRAINS-STATISTICS
I tMIIMU MTU

HEAN
VARIANCE
lANGE
sun

1.368
0.094
1.000
3S.560

VALID OBSEKVAIIONS -

8TS Eim
KUtTOSIS
MINIHUn

0.060
-0.S48
1.000

26 NISSINO OBSEIVATIONS -

154

0.306
0.748
2.000

VAtlABLE LENGTH

MEAN
VAIIANCE
KAN6E
8UH

53.363
807.471
112.300
1387.300

VALID OBSEtVAIIONS

8TD nROI
KUITOSIS
HINUtUH

5.373
0.735
12.300

Sn >EV
SKEUNESS
HAXIHUH

38.416

125':Ul

26 HISSING OBSEIVATIONS

VADIABLE WIDTH

NEAN
VARIANCE
RANGE
SUN

40.000
484.000
80.000

1040.000

VALID OBSERVATIONS -

STD ERROR
KURTOSIS
NINUIUM

4.315
0.327
10.000

STD DEV
SKEUNESS
NAXimm

22.000
0.842

90.000

26 HISSING OBStlVATIONS -

II VARIABLE RATIO

NEAN
VARIANCE
RANCE
SUH

VALID OBSERVATIONS -

1.799
0.795
3.300
62.960

STD ERROR





IV

EPIDOTB QRAINd-STATISTICS

VMMILI MTIO

NEAN
VARIANCE
lANGE
SUM

i.ess
0.489
3.300
83.390

VAIIP OBSEIVATIONS

STB Eini
Kunosis
HIMIMUn

155

0.104
3.409
1.000

STB BEV





EPIDOTE GRAINS-RATIO
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EPIDOTE GRAINS-LENGTH





15^

EPIDOTE GRAINS-WIDTH
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BPIDOTE AGG. -STATISTICS
VMIAtlE MTIO

VARIANCE
DANCE
SUM

3.024

133.0M

VALtr OBSEDVATIONS - 44

STD EIKOI
KUDTOSIS
HINIMUN

0.239
1.009
1.000

HISSING OBSEtVATtONS -

159

(TO »EV
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EPIDOTB AGG. -RATIO
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EPIDOTE AGG. -WIDTH
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LEUC0XENE-3TAT IST I CS 163
WAtlABLE DAT 10

«EAM 3.020
VAtlAMCE 5.100
MNGE 10.000
SUN 223. 4S0

VALID OBSEtVATIONS - 74

STD EtrKOK
KURTOSIS
NINIMUH

0.263
2.4SS
1.000

STD DEV



tK



LEUC0XENE-3TATI ST I CS
IV VAtlABLE MTIO

KEAN 2.437
VMIANCE 1.137
KANGE 3.400
SUN 70.670

VALID 0»SEKVAIIONS - 29

STD ERHll
KURTOSIS
HINIHUM

0.198
-1.256
1.000

HISSING OBSEIVAIIONS

STD DEV
SKEWNESS
NAXinUH

164

1.066
0.101
4.400

VAtlADlE LENGTH

NEAN
VARIANCE
RANGE
SUtI

32.069
425.031
95.000
930.000

VALID OBSERVATIONS -

STD ERROR
KURTOSIS
NININUH

3.828
3.318
S.OOO

STD DEV
SKEWNESS
NAXINUH

20.616
1.559

100.000

29 HISSING OBSERVATIONS

VARIABLE WIDTH

NEAN
VARIANCE
RANGE
SUN

13.707
67.241
30.000
397.500

VALID OBSERVATIONS

STD ERROR
KURTOSIS
HININUM

1.523
1.814
5.000

STD DEV
SKEWNESS
HAXIHUn

e.200
1.540

35.000

29 HISSING OBSERVATIONS

V-F VARIABLE RATIO

NEArt

WRIANCE
RANGE
SUN

8.295
23.334
32.080
406.470

VALK' OBSERVATIONS

STn ERROR
KURTOSIS
NININUH

0.849
-0.175
1.250

STD DEV





LEUCOXENE-RATIO
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LEUCOXENE-WIDTH
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CHLORI TE-3TATI3TI C3 168

.'AH lAfLE KAI 10

nEAN
VARIANCE
MWjE
SUN

2.621
3.410

10.300
18&.110

VALID OBSERVATIONS

STD ERROR
KURT05IS
niNiMun

0.219
6.886
1.000

SID DEV
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CHLORI TB-STATI3TI CS 169

IV
VAtMtLE MTIO

NEAM

SUM

10.042

471.960

VALID OBSEtVAIIONS -

STD EltOI
KUtTOSIS
HIMIMUH

47

1.104
1.0»
1.600

HISSING OBSEtVAIIONS -

STS BCV
SXEWNESS
HAXINJM

7.9M
I.IM

34.000

VAIIABLE LENCTH

DEAN
VAUIANCE
KANGE
SUH

93.564
S268.681
360.000
4397.500

VALID OBSEtVATIONS

STD EUOB
Kunosis
HINUttJH

10.588
4.912

IS.000

STD PEV
skIuness
HAXINUn

47 HISSING OBSERVATIONS

72.386
3.078

37S.000

VAIIADLE WIDTH

HEAN
VAIIANCE
lANGE
sun

11.643
63.360
33.000
547.300

VALID OBSEtVAIIONS

STD EBROII 1.179
KUKIOSIS 1.206
HINIMUH 2.500

STD DBV
SKEUNESS
HAXUtUH

8.083
1.260

37.S00

47 HISSING 08SEIVATI0NS -

V-F VAIIABLE tATIO

HEAN
VAIIANCE
MN6E
sun

6.343
31.SSS
29.000
283.520

VALID OBSERVATIONS

STD E>ni
KUKTOSIS
HINUfUN

43

0.837
6.842
1.000

HISSING OBSEKVAIIONS

STD DEV
SXEWNESS
HAXIHUH 30.000

VAIIABLE LENGTH

HEAN
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CHLORITE-RATIO
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CHLORITB-LENGTH
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